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Collective Self Defense (CSD) and Alliance Politics

Facts about CSD

◮ Recent political developments on “collective self-defense”

◮ Cabinet decision on July 1, 2014 by the Abe government

◮ Negotiations for a series of legislation to begin

◮ Allows for the partial and limited use of CSD
◮ Allows if the threat against the allies is deemed as a threat

against Japan’s national security.
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Contexts for CSD

Japan’s post-WWII national security strategy: US-Japan Alliance

◮ “Pacifist” constitution: Article 9 renounces the use of force

◮ Asymmetric Alliance: US is obliged to defend JP, but not vise versa

◮ Incremental increases in Japan’s burden-sharing in the alliance
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Japan’s post-WWII national security strategy: US-Japan Alliance

◮ “Pacifist” constitution: Article 9 renounces the use of force

◮ Asymmetric Alliance: US is obliged to defend JP, but not vise versa

◮ Incremental increases in Japan’s burden-sharing in the alliance

Move towards CSD means:

◮ Rearranging the U.S.-Japan alliance

◮ Shifting towards a more symmetric alliance with mutual defense
obligations

◮ Redefining Japan’s grand strategy for national security



Collective Self Defense (CSD) and Alliance Politics

Motivation for this paper

◮ CSD should have consequences for the security environment

◮ Policy discourse centers on CSD’s constitutionality

◮ Not much discussion of CSD w/ international relations theory
◮ CSD and deterrence
◮ CSD and crisis dynamics
◮ CSD and alliance politics



Research Agenda

Research Agenda

1. Examine the issue of CSD in the context of theory on alliance

2. Elucidate the logic of CSD w.r.t. alliance and deterrence

3. In particular, examine policy makers’ claim about the effect of CSD:
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Perspectives from International Relations Theory

◮ Not clear if CSD would strengthen the US-Japan alliance

◮ CSD might undermine U.S.’ alliance commitment

◮ Not clear if a tighter alliance would improve deterrence

◮ CSD might increase the risk of abandonment
◮ CSD might increase the risk of entrapment

◮ Not clear if improved deterrence would produce security

◮ CSD might push the challenger to the corner
◮ CSD might heighten the security dilemma



Standard Alliance Model

Analytical Framework

Standard Alliance Model

◮ Alliance as extended deterrence
⇒ Crisis bargaining with intervention commitments
⇒ Exercise of the right on CSD is a problem of intervention



Standard Alliance Game: Crisis bargaining
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◮ Dispute over some good with the common valuation of 1.

◮ Challenger has an incentive to alter the SQ, where uC (SQ) = 0

◮ U.S. posses the good in the SQ, where uU(SQ) = 1

◮ Salience of the disputed good for Japan is s ∈ (0, 1).



Standard Alliance Game: Intervention
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◮ If the US resists when challenged, Japan must decide whether to
intervene in or stay out of a dispute between Challenger and U.S.

◮ If stays out, a bilateral war occurs b/w the US and Challenger

◮ If intervenes, a multilateral war ensues



Standard Alliance Game: Elements of Alliance
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◮ If intervenes, Japan pays the (material) cost of fighting, cJ > 0

◮ If intervened, U.S. reduces its cost of fighting by the burden-sharing
(cost-saving) coefficient, δU ∈ (0, 1), not buck-passing

◮ If stays out, Japan pays the (diplomatic) cost of abandonment,
aJ ≥ 0



Standard Alliance Game: Alliance as Power Aggregation
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◮ War payoffs: Costly lottery with aggregation of power mi , i ∈ {C ,U, J}.

◮ Probability that the alliance wins a multilateral war is

p =
mU +mJ

mC +mU +mJ

◮ Probability that U.S. alone wins a bilateral war is

q =
mU

mC +mU

< p

where p > q.



Standard Alliance Game: Introducing CSD
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◮ Intervention can be a constitutional violation, incurring vJ ≥ 0

◮ Current interpretation of constitution means that intervention is
strictly dominated by staying out: sp − cJ − vJ < sq − aJ , or

vJ > s(p − q)− cJ + aJ ≡ vJ .

◮ I shall call this condition the Self-Defense Constraint



Introducing a Costly Signal
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◮ Before the alliance game, Japan (re)defines its constitutional
constraint, vJ ≥ 0.

◮ Current constitution gives an effective unique upper bound, vJ ≤ vJ .

◮ Symmetric, mutual alliance implies vJ = 0.



Information Structure and Beliefs
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◮ Japan’s cost of fighting cJ is private information, distributed by the
C.D.F. F (·) with usual properties over [0, cJ ].

◮ (Re)defining vJ signals Japan’s willingness to use force (resolve).

◮ Common posterior belief that Japan will intervene if the U.S. resists
is given by F (vJ , θ).



Intervention Decision for Japan

By subgame perfection, Japan intervenes iff the payoffs are:

Intervene in multilateral war ≤ Stay out of a bilateral war

sp − cJ − vJ ≥ sq − aJ

cJ ≤ s(p − q)− v + a ≡ θ,

where θ denotes the critical type of Japan that is indifferent
between intervention and stay-out.

◮ Resolute types with cJ ≤ θ prefer intervention and irresolute
types with cJ > θ prefer stay-out in equilibrium.



Resistance Decision for the US

◮ The U.S. will resist if uU(RS) ≥ uU(CD) conditional on its posterior
belief about Japan’s willingness to intervene, F (vJ , θ).

◮ This condition holds if F (vJ )(p − δUcU) + (1− F (vJ ))(q − cU) ≥ 0

F (vJ , θ) ≥
cU − q

ψ + cU(1− δU)
≡ F̂ (vJ , θ) (1)

or

cU ≤
q + F (vJ , θ)ψ

1− F (vJ , θ)(1 − δU)
≡ ĉU . (2)

where ĉU denotes the lowest type of the U.S. that prefers to resist
in equilibrium



Initiation Decision for the Challenger

Challenger’s decision to make a challenge depends on if the US is willing
to resist, i.e., if cU ≤ ĉU .

◮ If the US has low resolve cU > ĉU , Challenger will always make a
challenge, obtaining the payoff of 1

◮ If the US has high resolve cU ≤ ĉU , Challenger will make a
challenge iff F (vJ )(1 − p − cC ) + (1 − F (vJ ))(1− q − cC ) ≥ 0

F (vJ , θ) ≤
1− q − cC

p − q
=

1− q − cC

ψ
≡ F̂ (vJ , θ) (3)

or
cC ≤ 1− q − F (vJ , θ)ψ ≡ ĉC . (4)

where ĉC is the lowest-resolve type of Challenger that will challenge the

status quo in equilibrium



Initiation Decision for the Challenger

◮ This decision rule suggests that there is always positive ex ante

probability that Challenger will challenge the status quo for any
vJ ≥ 0 and F (vJ , θ) ≥ 0.

Lemma 2

There is no feasible signal vJ that Japan can send in equilibrium to
ensure that Challenger is deterred with certainty.



Equilibrium

Look for equilibria with partition signals, where low-cost (i.e.,
high-resolve) types prefer low constitutional constraints on CSD.

◮ Signaling vJ = 0 is to abrogate the constitutional constraints

◮ Signaling vJ = vJ is to bind itself by Self-Defense Constraint

◮ Pacifist constitution with Article 9

◮ Signaling vJ ∈ (0, vJ) is to mitigate the constitutional constraints

◮ PM Abe’s cabinet decision of July 2014



Pooling Equilibrium

Pool on vJ = 0; all government types including the most “dovish”
government scrap the pacifist constitution

◮ Resolute type cJ ≤ θ intervene and irresolute type cJ > θ stays out

◮ Nonzero probability of intervention is necessary; if no types
intervene, this is not an equilibrium.

◮ All types intervene if s < ( 1
1−δU

− aJ)/ψ.

No pooling on vJ > 0, as it is not incentive compatible.



Separating Equilibria

◮ Separating signal with partition {0, v
′

J , vJ} is not incentive
compatible

◮ Separating signal with partition {v
′′

J , vJ}, where 0 ≤ v
′′

J < v J is
PBE but does not survive the intuitive criterion

◮ Separating signal with partition {0, v∗

J }, where 0 < v∗

J ≤ v J ;

◮ Full separation possible
◮ Irresolute type cJ ∈ (θ, β] can bluff
◮ Resolute type cJ ≤ θ cannot bluff



Separating Equilibria

Divided Alliance Commitment

When bluffing, the irresolute type cJ ∈ (θ, β] set vJ = 0 and stay out:

◮ Some government types remove the constitutional constraint on
CSD, thereby signaling their willingness to use force

◮ But subsequently fail to honor such alliance commitments

◮ US doubts Japan’s commitment to the US-Japan alliance

Condition for divided alliance commitments:

◮ cU ∈ (q, p

δU
)

◮ cC ∈ (1− p, 1− q)

◮ s ≥ aJ
q



Implications

Deterrence

CSD is not effective as a deterrence device

◮ There are “undeterrable” challengers

◮ The best Japan can do is to deter “deterrable” challengers (perfect
deterrence) but bars are high:

◮ Perfect deterrence is blocked by divided alliance commitment
◮ Divided alliance commitment occurs when Japan highly values

the US-Japan alliance
◮ Japan must remove the pacifist constitution in the absence of

divided alliance commitment



Implications

Interpretation of the Abe cabinet’s decision

Setting vJ ∈ (0, vJ) does not achieve his alleged political ambitions:

◮ It fails to signal that his government is a resolute type

◮ Intermediate level of constitutional constraints is strategically
equivalent to the Self-Defense Constraints

◮ There is no point of reducing the constitutional constraints

◮ It fails to achieve perfect deterrence

◮ PM Abe’s goal of perfect deterrence is achieved if it abrogate
the pacifist constitution

◮ High salience for Japan of the US security interest creates the
divided alliance commitments



Conclusion

◮ This paper looks at the implications of CSD for security environment

◮ This paper models the manipulation of CSD as a signal of the
willingness to use force in the context of the US-Japan alliance

◮ This paper finds that CSD is not an effective signaling device

◮ Simple reduction of the constitutional constraints does not
help the Abe government achieve its goal of deterrence

◮ Japan’s reliance on, close tie to, the US would undermine the
credibility of Japan alliance commitments

◮ Outside of the scope of the paper, but relaxing the Self-Defense
Constraint is expected to have negative side-effects on Japan’s
security environment such as heightened security dilemma
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